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yami zane's soul enters the black realm to confront the orichalcos. he realizes that he will not be
able to defeat the orichalcos and agrees to become a prisoner of it. he then gives the orichalcos back

to yami kaiba. however, the orichalcos will not let him go and tries to force his soul into the black
realm. jaden draws a card and plays it. yami zane's soul finally leaves the black realm, but the

orichalcos's power is not affected by yami's soul being in the black realm. as the story progresses, it
is revealed that yami's soul and the soul of seto kaiba are merging into the black realm. in the

manga, this is the second time yami zane entered the black realm, the first time was when he was a
demon king. he suffers the same fate that seto kaiba did, as the orichalcos drains his powers.

however, in the anime, yami zane comes back after taking advantage of seto's fate, and demands
that yami kaiba give him the orichalcos. yami kaiba agrees, but yami zane quickly changes his mind
after realizing that he is still too weak. he then possesses seto kaiba, and the two of them fight for

the black king. yami zane is able to defeat seto kaiba and obtains the power of the black king, but he
is not able to rule over the black realm because of his soul being inside the black realm. pietro has
been summoned with the power of the pharaoh, and he is sent to attack yami's monsters, but since

he can only attack once per turn, he is unable to take yami out in one turn. yami summoned red-
eyes and used a similar duel to obelisk of pharaoh, when he had his monsters attacked back to back
with the summon of diamond dust. in a similar fashion to yugi in his earlier duel, he used an effect

on a red-eyes and a diamond dust to put them on top of his deck and then summoned red-eyes
using a card that was the same effect but with one different monster. when yami had kaiba as his

target, he used a card that allows him to destroy a card in his hand, and his reaction allowed him to
destroy kaiba's " cairos " to bring him to 0 life points, which would in turn allow him to summon a "
cairos " to restore his life points. as the duel progresses, yami uses a silver hammer to draw a card
from his deck and flips his deck to reveal a " cairos " and a " spirit of dark pharaoh " to summon the
black pharaoh, who was destroyed and returned to his hand. yami then summoned the lightsworn

raid and revealed the next card, hoping to bring out another pharaoh. however, he instead sent yami
to 0 life points, so yami is forced to use his " raid razing " effect to destroy raid and bring out the

dark pharaoh.
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